ABSTRACT While aggregator applications with many-to-one TCP traffic pattern prevail in datacenter networks, they often suffer from catastrophic goodput degradation due to their highly bursty traffic overwhelming a single bottleneck link, which is known as the TCP Incast issue. In this paper, we first derive three analytical results that mitigate Incast via managing connections, i.e., equalizing the in-flight packet amounts of concurrent connections, closing all the connections with higher timeout possibilities, and closing some of the connections with identical timeout possibilities. Afterward, we design an Incast mitigation application, i.e., concurrent-connection management agent (CCMA). Unlike previous Incast solutions, CCMA is an application-layer agent on the receiver, which manages concurrent TCP connections on behalf of aggregator applications. CCMA requires no modification to existing communication hardware or software. For multiple coexisting aggregators, CCMA sequentially schedules them to avoid traffic collision. For each aggregator, CCMA dynamically adjusts the advertised window sizes and the concurrency number of each aggregator following our analytical results to achieve low Incast probability and high goodput. The extensive real-world experiments and NS3 simulations show that CCMA maintains zero Incast probability while greatly improving the goodput of TCP by 7.8-13.5 times.
I. INTRODUCTION
An aggregator application in datacenter (e.g., Web search or MapReduce) often simultaneously requests data from thousands of worker applications, which leads to a many-to-one transmission situation. In this situation, numerous workers concurrently setup TCP connections and deliver the requested data back to the aggregator, causing abrupt data aggregation to the aggregator's edge switch. Even worse, the edge switch normally has very shallow buffer. As a result, it is inevitable for most of the concurrent TCP connections to encounter massive packet drops and repeated TCP timeouts, causing severe goodput degradation to the aggregator. Such catastrophic goodput collapse of many-to-one concurrent TCP The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Ding Zhai.
connections is referred to as the TCP Incast issue [1] . With the explosive emergence of many-to-one aggregator applications in today's datacenters, TCP Incast is becoming one of the serious troubles to affect the data migration efficiency in datacenters.
Earlier works tame TCP Incast by tuning TCP parameters, e.g., lowering duplicate ACK threshold [1] , decreasing or randomizing TCP retransmission timer [2] , or enabling ECN marking [3] . However, since these proposals cannot prevent data aggregation at the bottleneck link, they still suffer from TCP Incast caused by highly concurrent TCP connections. The solutions in [4] - [14] mitigate Incast via alleviating traffic concentration within the network. They either perform proactive load balancing at the bottleneck link [4] - [9] or utilize explicit cooperation between the bottleneck link and the end-hosts [10] - [14] . Nevertheless, these network solutions require overall framework revisions or costly hardware upgrades to network infrastructure. At endhosts, [15] - [20] use customized transport protocols to reduce timeout possibility when the concurrency number is large. References [21] - [24] add a ''shim layer'' between transport layer and network interface to actively regulate the number of ACK packets. However, the solutions in [15] - [24] have relatively high deployment risk, for they non-trivially modify end-host communication software and may incur new issues like incompatibility with other communication hardware (e.g., network infrastructure) or software (e.g., transport protocol). Application-layer solutions such as [25] - [30] are built into each aggregator application. They can be easily deployed in the form of application upgrades. But since they only control concurrent connections of each individual aggregator, they are still likely to cause Incast goodput collapse if multiple aggregators coexist on the receiver at the same time.
In this paper, we propose an innovative Incast mitigation scheme, which alters no existing communication hardware or software and effectively controls TCP Incast for multiple coexisting aggregators. To achieve this, we make the following three contributions.
1) We analytically derive that Incast can be effectively mitigated via managing connections in three steps, i.e., equalizing the in-flight packet amounts of concurrent connections, closing all the connections with higher timeout possibilities, and closing some of the connections with identical timeout possibility. These analytical results make no changes to communication hardware (e.g., switch) or software (e.g., transport protocol). Moreover, they require no information that is difficult to know in practice, and are applicable to a wide range of aggregation scenarios. Through NS3 simulations, we demonstrate that our analytical results efficiently decrease the Incast probability from larger than 70% to nearly 0%. 2) We develop a new Incast solution, i.e., ConcurrentConnection Management Agent (CCMA). Unlike previous solutions, CCMA is an application-layer agent that works between aggregators and their connections on the receiver host. Because CCMA is developed on existing Socket APIs, it alters no communication hardware or software. For multiple coexisting aggregators, CCMA sequentially serves them to avert traffic collision among them. For each aggregator, CCMA dynamically adjusts the TCP advertised window sizes and the concurrency number following our analytical results. As a result, CCMA achieves low Incast probability and high goodput in a wide range of aggregation scenarios. 3) We evaluate CCMA on both real-world testbed and NS3 simulation. Across a wide range of aggregation scenarios (with numerous workers, background TCP traffic, multiple coexisting aggregators, intermediate bottleneck links, high link capacity, and delay-sensitive aggregators), CCMA maintains zero Incast probability, improves TCP's goodput by 7.8 ∼ 13.5 times, and reduces TCP's average flow completion time by up to 98.8%, which greatly outperforms three state-of-art Incast solutions in [10] , [15] , and [25] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the related works on solving TCP Incast. Section III derives three analytical results for reducing TCP Incast probability. Section IV introduces CCMA in details. Section V evaluates CCMA with real-world experiments and NS3 simulations. Section VI concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we discuss the related TCP Incast solutions from the aspects of different deployment locations, and compare them to CCMA.
Earlier works try to solve the Incast issue via tuning TCP parameters. For instance, [1] lowers the duplicate ACK threshold from 3 to 1, and [3] enables ECN marking in ACK, thus they are more prone to trigger fast retransmission rather than sluggish timeout retransmission during packet losses. However, these methods barely avoids timeout upon heavy Incast, since in this case packet losses are so massive and bursty that TCP usually receives no ACK at all (i.e., full window loss) [1] , [4] , [31] . Some other solutions try to quicken timeout retransmission by tuning the minimum Retransmission TimeOut (RTO min , which is 200ms by default), such as reducing RTO min to the same timescale as network latency [2] . However, these solutions may induce premature and unnecessary retransmissions, which in turn causes more timeouts. As a result, they can hardly avoid Incast especially when TCP concurrency number is large [4] . In sum, tuning TCP parameters alone cannot fundamentally address the Incast problem because it does not prevent data aggregation at the bottleneck link.
Switch-side solutions alleviate Incast congestion through elaborate traffic management at the bottleneck link. Packet Slicing [4] automatically adjusts IP packet size at edge switches to reduce timeouts caused by full window loss. CONGA [5] and DRILL [6] mitigate bursty traffic aggregation by performing distributed load balancing on all switches. EDT [7] utilizes available buffer of switches to lessen packet drops caused by micro-burst traffic. SICC [8] restricts the transmission rates of concurrent TCP senders based on the framework of Software Defined Network (SDN). FQCN [9] proposes an ethernet-layer congestion notification mechanism to reduce packet drops at the bottleneck switch. These switch-side solutions focus on revising network infrastructure and thus are completely orthogonal to CCMA.
Some solutions are based on explicit cooperation between switches and end-hosts. In DCTCP [10] , switches use ECN marking to deliver fine-grained congestion information to end-hosts. With such information, end-hosts can accurately adjust their congestion windows to achieve low queuing delay and high throughput. Similar idea is also adopted by PLATO [11] and CP [12] . In pFabric [13] , end-hosts assign priorities to their packets, and switches schedule packets according to packet priorities. In DSAB [14] , end-hosts report their connection deadlines to switches, and switches dynamically allocate proper congestion window to each connection to meet the most urgent deadlines. pFabric and DSAB can meet more deadlines than TCP during heavy Incast.
On end-host, some solutions customize communication software at transport layer or below to throttle concurrent transmission rate and abate Incast congestion. RCC [15] has an ECN-based controller at sender for normal congestion, and a centralized packet scheduler at receiver for heavy Incast congestion. RCC can fairly coexist with standard ECN-enabled TCP flows while effectively taming heavy Incast. TIMELY [16] , DX [17] , TCPRand [18] , AP [19] , and PRIN [20] modify TCP congestion control algorithm on sender to detect congestion before timeout, so they can proactively decrease sending rate prior to Incast. On the other hand, ICTCP [21] , DIATCP [22] , PAC [23] , and ARS [24] add a ''shim layer'' between transport layer and network interface to intercept TCP packets. By limiting ACK sending rate, these shim-layer proposals can prevent in-flight TCP packets overwhelming bottleneck link even in high concurrency scenarios.
Unlike the above solutions [10] - [24] , application-layer solutions only modify end-host applications and are easier to deploy in existing datacenters. Reference [30] propose several potential application-level approaches to avoid Incast, but it provides no implementation details. OSDT [26] , OSM [27] and the approaches in [28] and [29] aim at properly controlling TCP concurrency number according to available bandwidth on data path. However, these approaches all assume that available bandwidth is known by receiver, which is usually invalid in real-world datacenters. To overcome this drawback, we propose AAIC [25] , which adapts to unknown and changing available bandwidth via dynamically adjusting awnd sizes and concurrency number based on data transfer status. Nevertheless, since AAIC (as well as [26] - [29] ) is built into each aggregator application, it is inherently unable to control Incast congestion caused by multiple coexisting aggregators on the same receiver. In addition, since AAIC is designed for Incast scenarios with one bottleneck link, it works less well when there are multiple intermediate bottleneck links.
CCMA falls in the category of application-layer solution. While inheriting some ideas from AAIC (in particular, dynamically adjusting awnd and concurrency number based on data transfer status), CCMA differs from AAIC in three major ways.
Firstly, while AAIC is built into each aggregator like other application-layer solutions, CCMA adopts a completely new method to solve Incast, i.e., working as an independent agent application outside aggregators. Specifically, CCMA exploits a uniform API module to interact with different aggregators, a FIFO queuing module to serve multiple coexisting aggregators, and a connection management module to adaptively adjust awnd and concurrency number. Henceforth, CCMA greatly outperforms AAIC for multiple coexisting aggregators. Besides, CCMA is more convenient to deploy and maintain since it needs not to modify every aggregator individually as AAIC does.
Secondly, while AAIC is only optimized for aggregation scenarios with one bottleneck link, CCMA can substantially decrease Incast probability on multiple bottleneck links in three steps according to the analytical results in this paper, i.e., equalizing in-flight packet amounts, closing connections with higher timeout possibilities, and closing some of connections with identical timeout possibility. Thus, CCMA significantly outperforms AAIC on multiple bottleneck links.
Thirdly, compared to AAIC, CCMA adjusts concurrency number more efficiently for each aggregator. In particular, by maintaining an auxiliary parameter, i.e., target concurrency number, CCMA is able to reduce timeout possibility and retain higher concurrency number during timeout, which improves link utilization and lessens data retransmissions. This is why CCMA perform better even for aggregation scenarios with one aggregator and one bottleneck link.
We will conduct detailed comparisons between CCMA and AAIC in Section V.
III. ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR MITIGATING INCAST VIA MANAGING CONNECTIONS
In this section, we analytically derive how to mitigate Incast through properly managing concurrent connections. First, we introduce a general TCP Incast scenario that relates Incast probability with concurrent connections. Next, we prove that Incast probability can be decreased by managing concurrent connections in three steps, i.e., equalizing in-flight packet amounts, closing all the connections with higher timeout possibilities, and closing some of the remaining connections with identical timeout possibility. At last, we validate our analytical results with NS3 simulations.
A. GENERAL TCP INCAST SCENARIO 1) SCENARIO SETTINGS AND ASSUMPTIONS
Consider a general TCP Incast scenario in Fig. 1 . At time t, there are n(t) concurrent TCP connections transmitting data fragments (formally termed as SRU for Sever Request Unit) to a single receiver host. The concurrent connections have X (t) in-flight packets in total. For the i-th connection (for 1 ≤ i ≤ n(t)), it has x(i, t) in-flight packets, and these packets are lost at the rates of l(i, t) before reaching the last-hop link (i.e., the link between the edge switch and the receiver host) due to some intermediate bottleneck links. The last-hop link is the major bottleneck link, where the link capacity is C packets per second, the round-trip propagation delay is D seconds, and the buffer size is B packets. In addition, the background flows have Y (t) packets that are being processed by the last-hop link. The commonly used notations are summarized in Table I .
We make three assumptions about this Incast scenario. The typical transmission time of an aggregator without Incast is less than 100ms [10] . Moreover, aggregators usually have deadline requirements from serval milliseconds to hundreds of milliseconds [10] , [14] . As a result, just one TCP timeout (RTO min = 200 ms by default) can severely degrade aggregator goodput and may cause deadline missing, which should be considered as an Incast event and must be avoided completely.
(A2) Assume that during Incast, a TCP connection is timeout if and only if all its in-flight packets are lost.
During Incast, the total amount of the in-flight packets is much larger than the bottleneck link buffer, and meanwhile each connection has extremely few in-flight packets (mostly less than 4) [4] . Once the buffer overflows, each connection is very likely to lose all its in-flight packets (i.e., full-windowloss) to trigger timeout. In fact, prior works like [1] , [4] , and [31] also observe that full-window loss is the dominating reason for causing TCP Incast.
(A3) Assume that during Incast, the arriving packets from the concurrent connections are dropped by the edge link with an equal possibility.
During Incast, all concurrent connections are established at the same time. Furthermore, when Incast happens, the concurrent connections should just be established or retransmitted due to their extremely large number [4] , which means that each connection just enters slow start phase and is simultaneously transmitting all the packets in the sending window. Hence, the packets from the concurrent connections will arrive at the edge link simultaneously, and will be dropped with an equal possibility.
Despite that our Incast scenario is not a comprehensive model for thoroughly studying TCP Incast, it is sufficient for the purpose of this paper, that is, controlling Incast via connection management. Specifically, based on the above simplified settings and assumptions, our Incast scenario aims to analytically relate Incast probability with concurrent connections and network environment, so that it can provide practical insights into how to mitigate Incast in a general network environment merely through managing concurrent connections, as will be presented for the rest part of this section.
2) TCP INCAST PROBABILITY
Here, we compute the TCP Incast probability in the above scenario as a function of the concurrent connections (described by n(t) and x(i, t)) and the network environment (described by B, C, D, Y (t), and l(i, t)).
Denote the Incast probability at time t by P I (t), and the timeout probability of the i-th connection at time t by P TO (i, t). As assumed in (A1), TCP Incast occurs if any one of the n(t) concurrent connections is timeout, so P I (t) can be expressed by P TO (i, t) as
As (A2) states, the i-th connection's timeout possibility P TO (i, t) is equal to the possibility that all its x i (t) packets are lost. Among these x(i, t) packets, l i (t) · x i (t) packets are already lost before reaching the last-hop link, and the remaining packets (1-l(i, t)) · x(i, t) will be dropped by the last-hop link with an equal possibility (according to A3). We denote this equal dropping possibility by P d (t), and express 63306 VOLUME 7, 2019 P TO (i, t) with P d (t) as follows:
The packet dropping rate P d (t) is dependent on the amount of the packets that the last-hop link receives and the available link processing capability. In the scenario of Fig. 1 , the lasthop link receives
packets from the concurrent TCP connections, whereas it can only process (B + C · D-Y (t)) of them and has to equally drop the rest ones. So the dropping rate P d (t) satisfies:
. (3) Here we only consider B + C · D ≥ Y (t), because otherwise the Incast probability can be trivially computed to be 1.
Finally, by substituting (2) (3) into (1), we compute the Incast probability P I (t) given the concurrent connections (i.e., n(t) and x(i, t)) and the network environment (i.e., B, C, D, Y (t), and l(i, t)), as follows:
3) WHY ADJUSTING CONNECTION PARAMETERS
The significance of (4) is that it reveals how to reduce the Incast probability P I (t) through adjusting the connection parameters (
x(i, t) and n(t)) as well as the network parameters (B, C, D, Y (t), and l(i, t)).
In this paper, we are only concerned about adjusting the connection parameters (x(i, t) and n(t)) for the following two reasons. First, x(i, t) and n(t) can be adjusted by end-hosts without altering communication hardware or software, e.g., through Linux Socket APIs. On the other hand, B, C, D are dependent on switch hardware, Y (t) are related to communication protocols, and l(i, t) is determined by network infrastructure and routing algorithm. Adjusting any of them must modify communication hardware or software, which is undesirable in this paper. Second, adjusting x(i, t) and n(t) is effective enough in reducing the Incast probability P I (t). In extreme cases, we may completely prevent Incast through setting n(t) = 1 and
(that is, establishing only one concurrent connection and letting its in-flight packet amount equal to the spare bandwidth, as [27] 
did).
Of course, such simple adjustment strategy often leads to poor goodput [25] . In Section IV, we will discuss how to adjust x(i, t) and n(t) dynamically to achieve both low Incast probability and high goodput.
As a result, in what follows we only consider x(i, t) and n(t) as adjustable parameters, and let the other parameters be constants as we adjust x(i, t) and n(t). Besides, since we intend to minimize the Incast probability at any given time t, we omit t in all the notations, like n(t) to n.
B. EQUALIZING IN-FLIGHT PACKET AMOUNTS
We start by analyzing how to reduce the Incast probability P I via adjusting the in-flight packet amounts of the concurrent connections x(i). While adjusting x(i), we fix the total amount of the in-flight packets at a constant value (denoted by X = n i=1 x(i)), so that the overall TCP throughput will not be affected by the adjustment of x(i).
In addition, we require that the concurrent connections have the same intermediate loss rate (this requirement will be relaxed later), or more concisely,
where l i is the intermediate loss rate of the i-th concurrent connection, and l is the common intermediate loss rate.
With (5) and X = n i=1 x(i), we relate the in-flight packet amounts x(i) with the Incast probability P I in (4) as follows:
Obviously, minimizing P I in (6) is equivalent to solving the following optimization problem with respect to x(i):
where x is the vectorized denotation of the in-flight packet amounts, that is,
The optimization problem in (7) can be solved with the theory of convex optimization. It is easy to check that the Hessian matrix of ln[1-P I (x)] is negative semi-definite over the region x ≥ 0. Thus, ln[1-P I (x)] is a concave function and will be globally maximized by the unique optimal allocation of the in-flight packets x * = (x(i) * , 1 ≤ i ≤ n) and the Lagrange multiplier λ, if and only if
By solving (8), we derive the optimal in-flight packet amounts x * that maximizes ln[1 − P I (x)] to be:
which thereby minimizes the TCP Incast probability P I (x).
In conclusion, if the concurrent connections have the same intermediate loss rate, we can equalize their in-flight packet amounts to minimize the Incast probability. In the next subsection, we study how to reduce the Incast probability when the intermediate loss rates are different.
C. CLOSING CONNECTIONS WITH HIGHER TIMEOUT POSSIBILITIES
In this subsection, we prove that the Incast probability can be decreased by closing all the connections with higher timeout possibilities. The proof involves two parts. First, we prove that the Incast probability can be decreased by closing the connections with higher intermediate loss rates. Next, we prove that the connections with higher intermediate loss rates must also have higher timeout possibilities.
During the proof, we keep the network environment parameters (B, C, D, Y , and l(i)) and the total in-flight packet amount X unchanged, as in the previous subsection. Without losing generality, we consider that the n concurrent connections have different intermediate loss rates as below:
We equalize the in-flight packet amounts of the concurrent connections, as in (9) . For now, (9) is not the optimal packet allocation for the connections in (10) . Later, we will show that by closing connections with higher timeout possibilities, the remaining connections will have the same intermediate loss rate and thus their Incast probability will be optimally minimized by (9) .
We also use the following denotations to facilitate proving:
where A is the available processing capability of the last-hop link, and Q(n) is the amount of packets arriving the last-hop link when there are n concurrent connections satisfying (10) . With (9) and (11), we rewrite the Incast probability expression in (4) as below:
1) CLOSING CONNECTIONS WITH HIGHER INTERMEDIATE LOSS RATES
In the first part, we prove that the Incast probability can be reduced by terminating all the connections with higher intermediate loss rates. Formally, we aim to prove that
where P (n)
I is the Incast probability of the n concurrent connections (see (12) ), and P (n−1) I is the Incast probability after closing the n-th connection (that is, the one with the highest intermediate loss rate in (10)).
To start, we prove that the packet drop rate at the last-hop link is almost unaffected by the closure of the n-th connection.
According to (3), the packet drop rate is equal to
,
where
are the packet drop rates at the last-hop link before and after closing the n-th connection, respectively.
It can be proven that (see Appendix)
which follows that
In practice, the concurrency number n is usually very large because this is exactly why Incast happens [1] , so we approximately have
which means that the packet drop rate is unaffected by the closure of the n-th connection. Next, we prove that the timeout possibility declines after closing n-th connection.
According to (2) , the timeout possibility of the i-th connection before and after closing the n-th connection can be expressed by
Since we have P
d ≤ 1, we deduce that the timeout possibility in (18) must satisfy
63308 VOLUME 7, 2019 At last, according to (1), we express the Incast probability with the timeout possibility as follows:
From (19) and (20), we derive that
which proves (13) . Equation (13) indicates that we can decrease the Incast probability by closing the n-th connection that has the highest intermediate loss rate. Following this idea, we can continue closing the (n − 1)-th, the (n − 2)-th, . . . , and finally the (n + 1)-th connections in (10), as they all have higher intermediate loss rates. In this way, we not only decrease the Incast probability, but also ensure that the remaining n connections have an identical intermediate loss rate as required by (5), so we can minimize their Incast probability by equalizing the in-flight packet amounts as (9) .
It is also noteworthy that terminating the connections with higher intermediate loss rates will not violate the condition for deriving (17) , i.e., the concurrency number n is large. This is because modern datacenters rarely have intermediate bottleneck links due to their redundant link capacity and well-designed fabric [32] , which means that only a very small portion (if any) of concurrent connections have non-zero intermediate loss rates and ought to be closed.
2) INFFERING INTERMEDIATE LOSS RATES FROM TIMEOUT POSSIBILITIES
Intermediate loss rate is usually difficult to measure at either switches or end-hosts. On the other hand, a connection's timeout possibility can be easily derived with high accuracy on the end-hosts of the connection. In this part, we show that intermediate loss rates can be inferred from timeout possibilities. Specifically, we prove that for the connections in the previous part, a connection with higher timeout possibility must also have higher intermediate loss rate.
Consider n concurrent connections with an equal in-flight packet amount as (9) and different intermediate loss rates as (10) . According to (18) , the timeout possibility of the i-th connection P (n)
where P 
which means that a connection with higher timeout possibility must also have higher intermediate loss rate. By summarizing (13) and (23), we have
The inequations (23) and (24) demonstrate that, as we close all the connections with higher timeout possibilities, we actually close the connections with higher intermediate loss rates, and this will result in lower Incast probability. Furthermore, since the remaining connections have the same intermediate loss rate, their Incast probability is minimized by the packet amount equalization in (9).
D. CLOSING CONNECTIONS WITH IDENTICAL TIMEOUT POSSIBILITY
In this subsection, we prove that after closing the connections with higher timeout possibilities as (24), we can further decrease the Incast probability via arbitrarily closing some of the rest connections that have identical timeout possibility.
As before, we keep the network environment (i.e., B, C, D, m,Y , and l(i)) unchanged, and equally allocate the in-flight packet amounts as (9) . Consider that after performing (24) , there still remain n connections with an identical timeout possibility and hence an identical intermediate loss rate:
The above (26) is a special case of (10), so the expression for the Incast probability in (12) still holds here, i.e.,
We substitute (25) into (11) and compute the total amount of packets arriving the last-hop link Q(n ):
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which is a constant irrelevant with the concurrency number n . We let Q = Q(n ) = (1 − l)X , and simplify (26) as
To decrease the Incast probability P (n )
I in (28), we take the first derivative of ln(1-P (n ) I ) as below:
which is always negative for n > 0.
Henceforth, the Incast probability P (n ) I satisfies:
which means that P (n ) I always decreases with the decrement of n . In other words, for the connections with the same timeout possibility, we can arbitrarily close some of them to further decrease the Incast probability.
E. SIMULATION VALIDATIONS
Now, we exploit NS3 simulations to demonstrate that our analytical results in (9), (24) , and (30) are highly effective in decreasing Incast probability.
The basic network setting is a single drop-tail bottleneck link shared by n concurrent connections of an aggregator and a background TCP flow with 32 packets. The link capacity is 1Gbps, the buffer size is 64KB, the propagation RTT is 10µ s, and the data packet size is 1KB.
First, we show that the Incast probability is minimized when the in-flight packet amounts are equal, as (9) states. We set up 8 concurrent connections, and let their in-flight packets satisfy normal distribution [31] with a mean of 8 packets and different standard deviations (σ ). Fig. 2 shows that our analysis in (9) well characterizes the simulation results, i.e., the Incast probability is minimized when the in-flight packet amounts are equal (σ = 0). Moreover, it is noteworthy that the Incast probability drops rapidly with smaller σ , which means that even an imperfect regulation of σ (σ ≤ 3 in this case) can substantially avert the occurrence of Incast.
Next, we show that closing the connections with higher timeout possibilities can reduce the Incast probability, as (24) states. We set up 16 concurrent connections, where 8 of them have zero intermediate loss rate, and the rest 10 of them experience intermediate loss rates of 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, respectively. We first let all connections have the same amount of in-flight packets of 4 and measure their timeout possibilities. Afterward, we gradually close the connection with the highest timeout possibility, while fixing the total amount of the in-flight packets at 64.
As Fig. 3 illustrates, closing the connections with higher timeout possibilities is a very effective way to reduce the Incast probability. Both the analysis (i.e., (24) ) and the simulation results indicate that the Incast probability declines exponentially from 100% to 0% after closing all the 10 connections with higher timeout possibilities. The Incast probability decreases more rapidly at the beginning because the connections with higher timeout possibilities are more likely to cause Incast than the ones with lower timeout possibilities.
Third, according to (30) , for the concurrent connections with the same amount of in-flight packets and the same intermediate loss rate (hence the same timeout possibility), we can arbitrarily close some of them to further reduce the Incast probability. Now we validate this analytical result with simulations. We set up 38 concurrent connections with the same amount of in-flight packets and zero intermediate loss rate. We randomly select some connections to terminate, while fixing the total amount of the in-flight packets at 64. Fig.4 shows that the simulated Incast probability decreases abruptly as more concurrent connections are randomly closed, as expected by the analysis in (30) . In fact, the Incast probability already descends to zero after we close 28 of the 38 concurrent connections. Also note that the decrement of the Incast probability is less significant when the concurrency number is high. For instance, the simulated Incast probability only drops from 100% to 85.81% when the concurrency number is decreased from 38 to 30 (closing 0 to 8 connections), but it drops from 32.91% to 1.92% when the concurrency number is decreased from 22 to 14 (closing 16 to 24 connections). This result implies that in order to more efficiently mitigate Incast, we should close more connections for higher concurrency number.
By combining Fig. 2 ∼ Fig. 4 , we find that the Incast probability has descended to zero before we close all the connections. In other words, we can effectively throttle the TCP Incast just via the equalizing in-flight packet amounts, closing the connections with higher timeout possibilities, and closing some of the connections with the same timeout possibility. This finding is the crux of our Incast solution in the next section.
F. SUMMARY
To summarize, our analytical results in (9), (24) , and (30) indicate that we can efficiently reduce the Incast probability to nearly zero through managing the concurrent connections in three steps:
(S1) Equalizing the in-flight packet amounts of the connections. Meanwhile, keeping the total in-flight packet amount as a constant.
(S2) Closing all the connections with higher timeout possibilities.
(S3) Closing some of the rest connections with the same timeout possibility. The number of the closed connections should be proportional to the concurrency number.
Our analytical results for connection management has the following advantages in terms of practical implementation:
(1) It merely adjusts the parameters of the concurrent connections, without modifying any other communication hardware or software.
(2) It does not rely on parameters that are difficult to know in practice, e.g., the intermediate loss rates or the background traffic volume.
(3) It is applicable to a wide range of aggregation scenarios, such as the ones with many workers, background traffic, multiple coexisting aggregators, multiple intermediate bottleneck links, and high link capacity.
IV. CONCURRENT-CONNECTION MANAGEMENT AGENT (CCMA)
In this section, we propose a new Incast solution, namely Concurrent-Connection Management Agent (CCMA). We will introduce how CCMA is innovatively implemented as an application-layer agent at the receiver host, and how it dynamically manages concurrent connections based on (S1)-(S3) to achieve low Incast probability and high goodput.
A. OVERALL DESIGN AND ADVANTAGES
As Fig. 5 illustrates, CCMA is an application-layer agent working between aggregators and receiver Operating System (OS). It acquires data requests from different aggregators, and establishes concurrent connections to corresponding workers using OS Socket APIs.
CCMA consists of three functionality components, namely, the CCMA API, the First-In-First-Out (FIFO) queue, and the Connection Management Module (CMM). The CCMA API provides a uniform interface for different aggregators, allowing them to conveniently issue data requests and fetch workers' data. The FIFO queue buffers multiple coexisting aggregators and sequentially schedules them to CMM, which avoids traffic collision among these coexisting aggregators. For the head aggregator in the FIFO queue, CMM maintains n concurrent connections with their awnd equaling to a common value of cmn_awnd based on data transfer status. In brief, CCM always tries to increase cmn_awnd and n to achieve high goodput, and once deducing large Incast probability from data transfer status (i.e., receiving data or completing connection), it regulatescmn_awnd and n following (S1)-(S3) to promptly avert Incast. In this way, CMM dynamically balances between high goodput and low Incast probability.
CCMA has two major advantages over the previous Incast solutions. First, CCMA is built on receiver-side Socket APIs, so it can be readily deployed to existing datacenters without altering any communication hardware or software. Second, CCMA schedules multiple coexisting aggregators in a centralized manner and manages each aggregator's concurrent VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 6. A CCMA API instance for an N-to-1 aggregator. The CCMA API has N proxies corresponding to the N workers, but only n of these worker proxies are allowed to establish connections to the workers, as controlled by CMM.
connections according to data transfer status, so it keeps low Incast probability and high goodput for different aggregators and network environments. The performance of CCMA will be evaluated with real-world experiments and NS3 simulations in Section V.
B. CCMA API
The CCMA API provides a uniform interface for different aggregators to issue data requests and acquire data from workers. Fig. 6 shows an instance of the CCMA API for an N -to-1 aggregator. Here, the API creates N worker proxies corresponding to the N workers. These proxies get data requests from the aggregator, and gradually establish connections to the real workers via CMM. After receiving data from a worker, the corresponding worker proxy will hand over the data to the aggregator. With such API, CCMA allows the aggregator to conveniently communicate to the workers, and meanwhile it can fully control the connections between the aggregator and the workers.
There are two noteworthy implementation details about the CCMA API.
First, while the CCMA API has N worker proxies for an aggregator, it only establishes n concurrent connections at one time, where n is decided by CMM and is typically much smaller than N . This explains why there are only n worker proxies having established connections in Fig. 6 . The rest worker proxies will connect to the corresponding workers once permitted by CMM.
Second, each one of coexisting aggregators would be assigned an independent instance of the CCMA API (i.e., the one in Fig. 6 ) and would be served by CCMA separately. Therefore, an aggregator may call the CCMA API whenever it needs Incast mitigation service, without being concerned about conflicting with other aggregators. 
C. FIFO QUEUE FOR COEXISTING AGGREGATORS
When called by multiple coexisting aggregators, CCMA utilizes the FIFO queue to serve them sequentially according to their arrival times. Fig. 7 depicts the FIFO queue in a general case of K + 1 coexisting aggregators. In this case, the FIFO queue first allows the head aggregator to connect to its workers. After the head aggregator finishes transmitting data, the FIFO queue will let the second aggregator establish connections, and so on. The latest arriving aggregator, i.e., the aggregator K + 1, will be put into the tail of the FIFO queue.
The FIFO queue is implemented using the well-known singleton pattern [33] , which ensures that only one instance of the FIFO queue class ever exists and is globally accessible. In this way, the FIFO queue can be created and managed by itself, and can be globally accessed by the CCMA API and CMM, without needing another centralized controller.
The FIFO queue naturally prevents different coexisting aggregators causing traffic collision to each other. Moreover, since the data transmission time of each aggregator is typically several milliseconds [10] , the queuing latency is generally acceptable even for the last aggregator in the queue.
Of course, CCMA can adopt other queuing policies for more complex purposes, e.g., it may queue coexisting aggregators based on their data sizes to minimize the average aggregation completion time. However, deeper study on other queuing policies is beyond the scope of this paper.
D. CONNECTION MANAGEMENT MODULE (CMM)
Connection Management Module (CMM) dynamically manages the concurrent connections of the head aggregator in the FIFO queue. The core idea of CMM is raising goodput when the Incast probability is low, and avoiding Incast when the Incast probability is high.
CMM has two correlated functions, compute_cmn_awnd and adjust_concurrency_number (see Fig. 8 ). The former function derives a common awnd value (cmn_awnd) from the concurrency number (n), and assigns this value to the 
Algorithm 1
The compute_cmn_awnd function derives common awnd (cmn_awnd) from the concurrency number (n) and the last-hop link buffer size (B), and assigns cmn_awnd to all concurrent connections. Here, B is considered as a known parameter, because most datacenter networks are built with commercial off-the-shelf switches [4] , [10] , which means that all hardware settings, including B, can be easily determined and known in advance.
compute_cmn_awnd Input: n Begin cmn_awnd = B/n for i-th connection in n concurrent connections: awnd(i) = cmn_awnd End awnd field of each connection. The latter function adaptively tunes n according to data transfer status (i.e., receiving data or completing connection). These two functions apply our analytical results in (S1)-(S3), as explained below.
1) COMPUTE_CMD_AWND
The compute_cmn_awnd function derives the common awnd value (cmn_awnd) from the concurrency number (n), and assigns cmn_awnd to the awnd of each connection (denoted by awnd(i)). The assignment of awnd can be done with the ''setsockopt()'' API in Linux. The pseudo-code is shown in Algorithm 1.
The compute_cmn_awnd function is an emulation of (S1) in Page 9. To remind, (S1) states that the first step for managing connections is equalizing their in-flight packet amounts while keeping the total amount as a constant. In real-world networks, we cannot directly set the in-flight packet amounts without altering communication hardware or software. Thus, we approximately implement (S1) by upper-bounding the in-flight packet amounts with awnd.
Algorithm 2
The adjust_concurrency_number function dynamically adjusts the target concurrency number (n t ) according to data transfer status, and uses n t to maintain n concurrent connections. adjust_concurrency_number Input: data transfer status of n concurrent connections Begin While (a connection completes): if (no timeout connection): n t = min (B/2, n t + 1/n t ) else if (l timeout connections):
Close l timeout connections
connections End
Specifically, we set each connection's awnd to be:
where awnd(i) is the awnd of the i-th connection, and A is the total awnd of the n concurrent connections. To decide the total awnd A, we note that the concurrent connections can fully utilize the last-hop link without self-induced losses if A = B + C · D. In addition, the bandwidth-delay product C · D (≈ 10KB) is usually neglectable compared to the link buffer size B (> 100KB) [10] . Henceforth, we let A ≈ B, and rewrite (31) to be
which explains how compute_cmn_awnd is designed. Despite that compute_cmn_awnd (or (32)) is an imperfect approximation to (S1), it substantially restricts the standard deviation of the in-flight packet amounts, and thus can effectively reduce the Incast probability, as proved by Fig. 2. 
2) ADJUST_CONCURRENCY_NUMBER
The adjust_concurrency_number function gets data transfer status (i.e., receiving data from workers or completing connection) of concurrent connections from OS Socket APIs, and exploits this status information to deduce whether some of connections are timeout. If no connection is timeout, the function additively increases the concurrency number n to attain higher goodput. Else, if some connections are timeout, the function multiplicatively decreases n to promptly reduce the Incast probability. As such, the function adaptively maintains a reasonable value of n that well balances between high goodput and low Incast probability. The pseudo-code of adjust_concurrency_number is shown in Algorithm 2.
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The adjust_concurrency_number function mainly emulates (S2) and (S3) in Page 9 to throttle Incast, and it maintains an auxiliary parameter for higher goodput, that is, the target concurrency number n t . The function will establish new connections only if n < n t , and it will not close any un-timeout connections if n ≥ n t . Thus, by adjusting n t , the function implicitly adjusts n without incurring unnecessary data retransmissions of un-timeout connections.
Specifically, when the function finds one of the concurrent connections completes (such status can be acquired using the ''socket()'' API in Linux), it infers that the bottleneck link is not jamming, so it additively increases n t for higher goodput:
As n t grows, the concurrency number n becomes too large and some of the concurrent connections inevitably result in timeout. In general, TCP RTO min = 200 ms is much longer than a connection's ordinary life period (mostly less than 1ms). Therefore, the adjust_concurrency_number function deduces a connection to be timeout-broken when three newer connections have been established and finished since the last time the connection transmitted any data (data transmission status can be obtained with ''socket()'').
After detecting timeout, the adjust_concurrency_number function deduces that the Incast probability is already too high. According to (S2), to efficiently reduce the Incast probability, the function ought to tear down all the connections with higher timeout possibilities. It is reasonable to consider that the connections being timeout have higher timeout possibilities than the un-timeout ones. Therefore, if there are l timeout connections, the function immediately closes them by sending FIN to their workers, and sets n t to
The closed connections will be reestablished later as if they are new connections. Since each connection's data (i.e., SRU) are typically dozens of KB, the closed connections can be retransmitted much more quickly than TCP's timeout retransmission. Such prompt reestablishment mechanism of CCMA is termed as fast reestablishment. According to (S3), to further lower the Incast probability, the function should terminate some of the remaining (n-l) connections, with the termination number being proportional to the concurrency number. On the other hand, since the remaining connections are not timeout, forcibly closing them will result in unnecessary data retransmissions and subsequently lower goodput. To solve this dilemma, the function multiplicatively decreases n t while keeping all the un-timeout connections open:
Note that after performing (35), the target concurrency number n t will be smaller than the actual concurrency number n, thus CCMA will not establish any new connection. The remaining connections will be unlikely to trigger more timeouts, for their in-flight packet amounts are already halved by TCP congestion control. Afterward, as some of the existing connections finishes, n will gradually diminish to n t , as expected by (S3). In this way, (S3) is implemented gracefully without tearing down any un-timeout connections.
Finally, after tuning n t as (33)- (35), if the actual concurrency number is smaller than the target concurrency (i.e., n < n t ), CCMA will establish (n t -n) new connections.
V. EMPIRICAL VALIDATIONS OF CCMA
In this section, we evaluate CCMA's performance on both real-world testbed and NS3 simulations. We consider various aggregation scenarios, including the ones with numerous workers, background TCP, multiple coexisting aggregators, intermediate bottleneck links, and higher link capacities. The results show that CCMA achieves zero Incast probability and 7.8 ∼ 13.5 times higher goodput than TCP (while DCTCP [10] is 0.8 ∼ 1.1 times higher, RCC [15] is 2.1 ∼ 8.2 times higher, and AAIC [25] is 3.0 ∼ 7.9 times higher). CCMA also greatly reduces the average Flow Completion Time (FCT) of TCP by up to 98.8% for delay-sensitive aggregators.
A. EXPERIMENTS ON REAL-WORLD TESTBED
In this subsection, we experimentally evaluate CCMA on a real-world testbed. As [4] , we employ the network testbed in Fig. 9 to emulate the typical aggregation scenarios in current datacenters. Specifically, the testbed has one Ethernet switch as the edge switch, which connects 8 sender hosts and one receiver host. The switch is Pronto 3290 Gigabit Ethernet Switch with an 83KB buffer for each port, and the 9 end-hosts are all HP EliteBook laptops with Gigabit Network Interface Card.
The baseline experiment setting is that the 8 sender hosts have N uniformly distributed worker applications and the receiver host has one aggregator application, where SRU size is 256KB and data packet size is 1KB. Later, we will introduce background TCP flows and multiple coexisting aggregators to the network.
We compare CCMA with three state-of-art Incast solutions that are also deployed at end-host, i.e., DCTCP [10] , RCC [15] and AAIC [25] , as well as TCP (i.e., the aggregator directly connects to all N workers using TCP NewReno). DCTCP represents the solutions relying on explicit cooperation between network and end-host, RCC represents the end-host solutions making substantial revisions to communication software, and AAIC represents the application-layer solutions. Unless stated otherwise, we configure DCTCP, RCC and AAIC according to [10] , [15] , and [25] , respectively. For fair comparison, we set CCMA and AAIC's RTO min to 10ms, the same as DCTCP and RCC. TCP RTO min is set to 200ms by default.
We mainly consider two performance metrics, i.e., Incast probability and goodput, like prior works [4] , [20] , [24] . These two metrics directly evaluate how well can CCMA control Incast and avert goodput collapse. We also utilize Flow Completion Time (FCT) as performance metric for aggregators more sensitive to delays than goodput. Incast probability is measured as the possibility that any connection of the aggregators triggers unrecoverable timeout during the whole transmission process, where unrecoverable timeout means that a connection must rely on timeout retransmission to resume data transfer, instead of other faster retransmission mechanisms (such as fast reestablishment of CCMA in Page 12). Goodput is calculated by the total data size of the coexisting aggregators divided by the whole transmission time. FCT of each worker is calculated by the delay between when the corresponding aggregator starts requesting data and when the worker completes transmitting data.
1) NUMEROUS WORKERS
We first evaluate CCMA's performance in the baseline experiment scenario with no background TCP traffic and only one aggregator application. We increase the number of the workers from N = 10 to N = 1000, and depict the results in Fig. 10 .
Observe that when N < 100, all solutions present similar performances as they essentially use TCP NewReno for congestion control. For N ≥ 100, CCMA, RCC, and AAIC still accomplish nearly zero Incast probability and around 0.9Gbps goodput, because they deliberately constrain the total traffic rate of the workers to avoid severe congestion at the bottleneck link. However, TCP has 100% probability and 0.1Gbps goodput because of the Incast issue.
For N ≥ 150, DCTCP's Incast probability soars to 100%, and its goodput collapses to below 0.21Gbps. Compared to TCP, DCTCP can support more concurrent connections before causing Incast due to its ECN-marking scheme, and it has higher goodput during Incast because it has smaller RTO min (= 10ms) for faster data retransmission. However, like TCP, DCTCP simultaneously connects to all N workers and allows each worker unlimitedly expanding their traffic rate. As N grows, the workers' total traffic quickly overwhelms the bottleneck link, leading to repeated timeouts and hence the Incast issue.
2) BACKGROUND TCP TRAFFIC
Next, we evaluate CCMA's performance in the presence of background TCP traffic. While keeping other settings unaltered, we add two long-lived background TCP flows to the FIGURE 10. CCMA's performance in the baseline network as the number of workers (N) increases from 10 to 1000. CCMA always has zero Incast probability, and for N > 200, it achieves goodput 3.5 times higher than DCTCP and 7.8 times higher than TCP.
bottleneck link between the edge switch and the receiver host. The results are shown in Fig. 11 .
In comparison to Fig. 10 , all the Incast solutions in Fig. 11 perform worse since the background TCP flows are prone to cause congestion and are greedy for bandwidth. Even so, CCMA still achieves zero Incast probability and high goodput around 0.75Gbps (9.5 times higher than TCP). CCMA avoids Incast for it explicitly restricts the awnd sizes and the number of concurrent connections (see to prevents traffic collision with the background TCP flows. In addition, CCMA maintains a large overall awnd for concurrent connections, so that it can fairly compete with the background TCP flows to keep high goodput. Due to similar reasons, AAIC also achieves low Incast probability and high goodput. AAIC has slightly lower goodput than CCMA, because it triggers more timeouts and retains less concurrent connections while adjusting the concurrency number, which results in more data retransmissions and lower link utilization.
On the other hand, RCC has a rapidly rising Incast probability for it imposes no limit on the concurrency number. Specifically, RCC allows the aggregator to establish N concurrent connections to all its N workers. When N is too large, each RCC connection maintains an extremely small amount of in-flight packets. Once undergoing traffic collision from the background TCP, the RCC connections will lose most of their in-flight packets and encounter unrecoverable timeouts, which explains the abrupt Incast probability rise for N ≥ 100 in Fig. 11(a) . Such high Incast probability is the major reason VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 11. CCMA's performance after adding 2 long-lived background TCP flows. CCMA always has zero Incast probability, and for N > 200, its goodput is 3.6 times higher than RCC's, 4.2 times higher than DCTCP's and 9.5 times higher than TCP's. why RCC's goodput degrades to 0.16Gbps in Fig. 11(b) , even though it maintains a large overall awnd as CCMA does.
3) MULTIPLE COEXISTING AGGREGATORS
We further evaluate CCMA with multiple coexisting aggregators. We set up 4 coexisting aggregators at the receiver host and 4N workers at the sender hosts, where each aggregator requests data from N random workers. Other settings (including the background TCP traffic) are the same as in Fig. 11 . The experiment results are shown in Fig. 12 .
As Fig. 12 depicts, CCMA outperforms the alternative Incast solutions with consistently zero Incast probability and generally higher goodput. For N ≥ 250, CCMA achieves nearly 0.74Gbps goodput, which is 2.4 times higher than AAIC, 4.1 times higher than RCC, 5.5 times higher than DCTCP, and 13.5 times higher than TCP. CCMA is almost unaffected by the increased number of the coexisting aggregators because it serves only one aggregator at one time (see the FIFO queue in Page 10) and it can properly manage the concurrent connections for each aggregator.
AAIC is built into each aggregator, which means that it must serve all coexisting aggregators in a simultaneous and separate manner, and thus the concurrent connections from different aggregators must compete independently for the bottleneck bandwidth. As each aggregator has more workers to send data (i.e., larger N ), the bandwidth competition among different aggregators becomes fiercer and causes severer congestion to the bottleneck link, leading to more timeouts and eventually unrecoverable ones. Thereby, for N > 250, AAIC's Incast probability rises to 100% and its FIGURE 12. CCMA's performance with 2 background TCP flows and 4 coexisting aggregators. CCMA keeps zero Incast probability, and for N > 250, its goodput is 2.4 times higher than AAIC's, 4.1 times higher than RCC's, 5.5 times higher than DCTCP's, and 13.5 times higher than TCP's. goodput declines to around 0.23Gbps. RCC and DCTCP both suffer Incast congestion due to the background TCP traffic, as illustrated by Fig. 11 .
B. NS3 SIMULATIONS
In this subsection, we evaluate CCMA in a larger-scale network using NS3 simulations. Specifically, the simulation network has the leaf-spine topology in Fig. 13 , which is commonly used in current datacenters [5] . The receiver host has 4 coexisting aggregators, and each of them requests data from different N workers that are uniformly distributed over the 8 × 16 sender hosts. Other settings are the same as before, i.e., each port of edge switch has a buffer of 83KB, the SRU size is 256KB, and the data packet size is 1KB.
1) MULTIPLE BOTTLENECK LINKS
In the network of Fig. 13 , we create two bottleneck links with different packet loss rates. The main bottleneck link is the last-hop link from the edge switch to the receiver host, Observe that CCMA keeps zero Incast probability for all N values. This is because once detecting high Incast probability, CCMA will temporally terminate the connections passing through multiple bottleneck links (these connections have higher timeout possibilities) to avert Incast. Also observe that CCMA provides about 0.69Gbps goodput when N ≥ 150, which improves TCP's goodput by 11.4 times. Such result is mainly due to CCMA's fast reestablishment mechanism (see Page 12), which quickly retransmits the timeout connections without waiting for TCP timeout retransmission.
On contrary, RCC, AAIC, DCTCP, and TCP don't discriminate connections with different timeout possibilities, and thus they cannot efficiently avert Incast when there are multiple bottleneck links. This explains why they have higher Incast probabilities and lower goodput in Fig. 14 than Fig. 12 (where the network only has one bottleneck link).
2) LARGER LINK CAPACITY
To test CCMA's scalability to higher-speed networks, we proportionally increase the edge link capacity to 10Gbps, the edge link buffer to 830KB, and the core link capacity to 100Gbps. Other settings are the same as in Fig. 14 .
As Fig. 15 shows, CCMA has zero Incast probability and nearly optimal goodput about 8.4Gbps for N ≥ 100. CCMA achieves this by increasing the number and the awnd FIGURE 15. CCMA's performance in the leaf-spine network with higher link capacity. CCMA achieves zero Incast probability, and for N > 400, its goodput is 2.2 times higher than AICC's, 3.7 times higher than RCC's, 4.3 times higher than DCTCP's, and 8.5 times higher than TCP's.
sizes of the concurrent connections proportionally to the link capacity. This result demonstrates that CCMA scales well to higher-speed datacenters.
On the other hand, DCTCP, RCC and AAIC cannot effectively control Incast congestion due to numerous workers, background TCP traffic, multiple coexisting aggregators, or multiple bottleneck links, as revealed by Fig. 10, Fig. 11 , Fig. 12, and Fig. 14, respectively . As a result, for larger values of N , these solutions all result in 100% Incast probability and lower than 2.8Gbps goodput.
3) DELAY-SENSITIVE AGGREGATORS
Some aggregators (e.g., web search) need to fetch a fixed size of data file from N workers before a pre-determined deadline, which makes them more sensitive to aggregation delay than goodput. To better simulate these delay-sensitive aggregators, we set the SRU size of each worker to be 2MB/N , so that the total data size of an aggregator is fixed at 2MB, as in [4] and [24] . We use the average FCT and the maximal FCT of the coexisting aggregators for performance metrics. Other settings are the same as in Fig. 14 .
As Fig. 16(a) and Fig. 16(b) show, CCMA generally has the lowest average FCT (up to 113ms) and the lowest maximal FCT (up to 216ms) for all N values, which implies that CCMA is more likely to meet a given deadline than the alternative solutions. For N ≥ 50, CCMA has 94.7% ∼ 98.8% lower average FCT and 96.4% ∼ 99.3% lower maximal FCT than TCP, and it has 14.1% ∼ 75.1% lower average FCT and 28.8% ∼ 72.9% lower maximal FCT than AAIC (the second-best performing solution in Fig. 16 ). CCMA has FIGURE 16. CCMA's performance in the leaf-spine network for 4 coexisting delay-sensitive aggregators. Fig. 16(a) and Fig. 16(b) show that CCMA generally achieves the lowest average FCT (up to 113ms) and the lowest maximal FCT (up to 216ms). Note that the maximal FCT is equivalent to the overall completion time of the coexisting aggregators. Fig. 16(c) show that CCMA's low FCT is due to its low Incast probability and high goodput. slightly higher FCT for larger N , because as N grows, each worker has a smaller SRU to send and thus CCMA must spend a larger fraction of time on establishing and closing connections. However, such growth of FCT is acceptable, as CCMA's maximal FCT is less than 200ms even in the extreme case with 1000 workers and 4 coexisting aggregators (at N = 1000).
The major reason for CCMA's low FCT is that it effectively avoids Incast and keeps relatively high goodput. Reversely, DCTCP, RCC, AAIC, and TCP have significantly lower goodput caused by Incast, thus they demand much more time to transmit the same size of data. To illustrate how Incast probability and goodput affects FCT, fig. 16(c) depicts the instantaneous goodput of one simulation run for a moderate worker number N = 200. The instantaneous goodput is measured as the amount of the transmitted data in each sample period divided by the sample period, where the sample period is set to 5ms. Note that since the sample period is smaller than RTO min (= 10ms or 200ms), each time the instantaneous goodput drops to nearly zero implies an occurrence of Incast.
In Fig. 16(c) , CCMA keeps zero Incast probability and has highest instantaneous goodputs around 0.6Gbps, which is why it has the smallest aggregation completion time (i.e., the maximal FCT) of t = 105 ms. DCTCP and RCC both trigger many Incasts and their instantaneous goodputs often collapse to nearly zero. Thereby, their completion times are as large as t = 320 ms and t = 295 ms, respectively. AAIC encounters fewer Incasts than DCTCP and RCC, but its instantaneous goodput is still relatively low (mostly lower than 0.35Gbps) because of the traffic collision among the coexisting aggregators. Henceforth, AAIC also remarkably lags behind CCMA and completes at t = 205 ms. In sum, keeping low Incast probability and high goodput is essential to achieve low FCT for delay-sensitive aggregators during Incast.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we analytically reveal how to reduce Incast probability through managing connections, i.e., equalizing in-flight packet amounts, closing all connections with higher timeout possibilities, and closing some connections with identical timeout possibility. Based on these analyses, we propose a new Incast solution CCMA, which dynamically manages concurrent connections as an application agent at the receiver. With extensive real-world experiments and NS3 simulations, we show that CCMA can maintain zero Incast probability and improve TCP goodput by 7.8 ∼ 13.5 times in a wide range of aggregation scenarios, and it reduces TCP's average FCT by up to 98.8% for delaysensitive aggregators.
In future, we will further generalize our analytical results to make CCMA applicable for a wider range of aggregation scenarios. Moreover, we will attempt to combine CCMA with other Incast solutions, especially the network-side ones (e.g., [4] and [5] ), to better mitigate Incast.
APPENDIX
Proof of (15) .
To recall, we intend to prove
where the expressions of P_d (n−1) and P ,
we use the following notations:
and the intermediate loss rates satisfy:
We first prove the left-hand side of (36). According to (39), the n-th connection has the highest intermediate loss rate l(n), which leads to
Therefore, we have
Substituting (41) into (37) leads to
which proves the left-hand side of (36). Then, we prove the right-hand side of (36). We substitute (38) into (37) to derive that (1 − l(k)).
We utilize (44) to further simplify (43) as
which proves the right-hand side of (36).
With (42) and (45), we have proved (36) (or equivalently (15) ).
